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ABSTRACT
Interacting with an opponent is a fundamental concern in multi-
agent systems. In this work, we consider ways in which an agent
can manipulate an opponent to adopt a preferred strategy. This
difficult problem is often further complicated by the difficulty of
analyzing the game. We have developed the Gift Exchange game,
a sequential game that is deliberately simplified to focus on how
to interact with an opponent. In this paper we describe the game
and discuss different methods an agent might use to influence its
opponent to select a preferred action. We show results from using
simulated annealing to find optimal strategies to use against a
learning opponent.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of how to interact with an opponent has been studied
extensively in many games and environments [1–11, 13, 14]. When
an agent engages in repeated interactions with an opponent, the
behavior of the opponent can have a significant impact on the
outcome experienced by the agent.

Many factors complicate interactions with an opponent. First,
it may be difficult to determine the effects of an agent’s actions,
either because of hidden information or because the effects partially
depend on the simultaneous action of the opponent. Secondly, it
may be difficult to determine the value of a game state because of the
complexity of analyzing the game. In order to focus on interacting
with an opponent without dealing with these problems, we have
developed a new game, the Gift Exchange game, that has been
deliberately constructed to make these problems trivial.

In the Gift Exchange game players act sequentially and there is
no hidden information, so the agent will always know the effects of
each of its actions and the intended effect of actions chosen by the
opponent. The only state information in the game is which player
will act next, so a player choosing a move only needs to consider
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the move’s immediate effects (which are public information) and
how the move will affect the future behavior of the opponent.

We explore two models of how an agent may affect the future
behavior of the opponent: the opponent may be following a strategy
with a simple model that the agent can learn and for which it can
construct a best response, or the opponent may be attempting to
learn the agent’s strategy and the agent can select a reciprocating
strategy to influence the opponent’s behavior.

2 THE GIFT EXCHANGE GAME
In the game, agents take turns choosing actions. Each action consists
of a choice from a set of potential outcomes, and each outcome is
an assignment of (potentially negative) payoffs to the agent and its
opponent. The set of potential outcomes is the unit circle, where
one player receives the x-coordinate of the chosen point and the
other player receives the y-coordinate of the chosen point.

Figure 1: The choice set for the Gift Exchange game. All
points in the circle are possible choices for either player (but
not necessarily rational). The x-axis is the agent’s payoff and
the y-axis is the payoff of its opponent.

Figure 1 shows the set of choices with some noteworthy options
highlighted. The greedy choices for the agent and the opponent
are A and B respectively. C is the social welfare maximizing choice.
D is also cooperative, but not pareto-efficient (both agents could
make more by playingC instead). E favors the agent, but is slightly
beneficial for the opponent. F is the maximally punishing choice for
the opponent. G is a slightly punishing choice that also gives the
agent a nearly optimal result. H is the maximally punishing choice
for the agent. I would be played by a competitive opponent that
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Figure 2: The strategies found by simulated annealing against a opponent using UCT, when the agent has discount factors
of .1, .05, .01, and .001 from left to right. The shaded area shows the 95% confidence interval. The x-axis is the amount of the
opponent’s gift to the agent and the y-axis is the amount that the agent gives to the opponent in return.

Figure 3: Discounted average payoff of strategies optimized
for different discount factors. The x-axis is the discount fac-
tor used to evaluate the strategies.

seeks to maximize the difference in scores instead of maximizing its
own score. J is an irrational choice that neither player would choose,
because it penalizes both. If both players are rational, the agent will
only choose points along the arc B −A− F and the opponent points
along the arc H − B − A. We will restrict our attention to agents
that play rational strategies.

3 GIFT EXCHANGE GAME STRATEGIES
If the opponent is following a sufficiently simple strategy it may be
possible for the agent to learn the opponent strategy and calculate
an optimal response. An alternate approach would be to commit to
a reciprocating strategy so that the best response for the opponent
is to choose a strategy that is beneficial to the agent. We will now
explore in a more systematic way opponent strategies.

An immediately reactive player is one that only considers the
last action of the opponent when selecting its action. We have
developed a variant of UCT [12] to allow a player to learn the
best response to an immediately reactive opponent. It is based on
representing the interval [−1, 1] as a binary tree. An agent can use
this algorithm to find the best response to an immediately reactive
opponent strategy.

An opponent that always best-responds to an agent can be
taken advantage of by adopting a reciprocating strategy. One ex-
ample is an agent that responds to an opponent move which gives
the agent a payoff of p by giving the opponent min(−τ × x +
√
τ 2x2 − τ 2 − x2 + 1,

√
1 − τ 2) where τ < 1 is a target value chosen

by the agent and x is τ
√
1 − p2 − p

√
1 − τ 2. When the agent adopts

that strategy, the ratio between the agent’s payoff and the oppo-
nent’s payoff will be at least τ√

1−τ 2 . Against this agent the best
response for the opponent will be to give the agent τ each round.
The agent can select any value for τ ; as long as the opponent best
responds, the agent can achieve a payoff arbitrarily close to 1.

When the opponent always plays the best response, the agent
can demand a payoff arbitrarily close to 1, but if the opponent has to
learn the best response, greedier strategies will require more time to
learn. This is relevant when the agent discounts future payoffs. We
have used simulated annealing to determine how the discount factor
of the agent affects the best immediately reactive strategy to play
against a learning opponent. We have used simulated annealing
to find the best strategy to play against a learning opponent and
observe how that strategy depends on the agent’s discount factor.
Figure 2 shows the strategies found for varying discount factors. As
the discount factor approaches zero, the strategies get greedier and
more punitive because the agent is more willing to pay the cost of
punishing the opponent to receive a better outcome in the future.
Figure 3 shows how the different strategies perform for agents with
different discount factors. Strategies developed for agents with low
discount factors achieve a higher payoff when the discount factor is
low, but drop off more rapidly as the discount factor rises because
it takes the opponent longer to learn the optimal response.

4 CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed the Gift Exchange game, a simple game suitable
for examining the effect of an agent’s play on future actions of
the opponent. In the Gift Exchange game the intended outcome
of a player’s action is publicly observable so an agent can focus
on the problem of manipulating the opponent to select a preferred
outcome. We have described a class of reciprocating functions that
take advantage of a learning opponent. By using simulated anneal-
ing we can find the most appropriate function for an agent with
a specific discount factor. We have shown that agents with lower
discount factors adopt greedier and more punitive strategies.
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